
HANDOUT 

 

NAME_______________________________________  NUMBER______ 

DATE___________________________      _____FORM      CLASS_____ 

 

POSSESSIVE  ADJECTIVES  

 

A- COMPLETE THE TABLE. 

 

PERSONAL PRONOUNS POSSESSIVE  ADJECTIVES 

I  

YOU  

HE  

SHE  

IT  

WE  

YOU  

THEY  

 

 

C- COMPLETE WITH THE POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVE. 

 

1- He is my friend. __________ name is Brian. 

2- Susan has got a new car. _________ car is very nice. 

3- Lagos is a lovely city. _________ avenue is great for walking. 

4- They don’t like fish. _________ favourite food is steak. 

5- This is my brother. _____________ name is Nick.  

6- It’s _____________ birthday today. I’m 14. 

7- That is my cousin. ____________ name is Maggie. 

8- Manuel has got two daughters. They are ____________ daughters. 

9- Kate and Gerry have got a new house. It’s ____________ house.  

10- He is my brother. _____________ name is Jason. 

11- This is my bike. ____________ bike is new. 

12- They are my parents. ___________ names are Kay and Steven. 

13- My dog is black. ___________ name is Viky. 

14- My father is 37 years old. ____________ birthday is on 24
th

. May 

15- My brother is at home. Where is ___________ brother, John? 

16- I love my children. ____________ names are William and Maissie. 

17- Margaret, where is ___________ sister? 

18- My grandmother is very nice. ____________ name is Janet. 

19- I have got a cat. _____________ name is Miko. 

20- We have got two children. ______________ children are in London. 

21- Paul and Mike are in Lisbon. ______________ family is there, too. 

22- My sister is at this school. _______________ birthday is tomorrow. 

23- He is in America. ______________ family is in Portugal. 

24- Jessica is my neighbour. _____________ house is near. 

25- Jim has got a nice boat. _____________ boat is very big. 

26- You are at work. _______________ work is near home. 

27- She has got nice parents. _____________ parents are in Scotland. 

28- Lisbon is a big city. ________________ buildings are high. 

29- Richard is 10 years old. ______________ birthday is on the 3
rd

. March. 

30- She is my mother. _______________ name is Maria. 

  


